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Chapter 1 : Two Parties, One Tux, and a Very Short Film about The Grapes of Wrath by Steven Goldman
Two Parties, One Tux, and a Very Short Film about The Grapes of Wrath has ratings and 86 reviews. Arminzerella said:
Mitchell Wells is a pretty typic.

Hes a geek, as is his best friend David. Juniors, they eat lunch together every day with the lower grades
because they take an animation course during junior lunch period. Both good students, Mitchell decides that
he doesnt want to read The Grapes of Wrath and write a five page paper. Read Two Parties, One Tux, etc.
Meanwhile, junior prom is coming up. Cassie wants Mitchell to ask Amanda, who, she says, likes him. Hes
not too thrilled with Amanda, though. Cassie wants David to ask M. However, David has recently revealed to
Mitchell that he David is gay. David doesnt even want to go to the junior prom. Does he take M. Meanwhile,
again, Danielle, who Mitchell has fantasized about since forever, has broken up with her boyfriend, Ryan, and
has begun talking to Mitchell. After he drives Danielle and her drunk friend, Nicole, home from a party one
night David nursed a Coke and Mitchell nursed a can of beer all night , Danielle decides Mitchell is the one
for her. You and I both know when the cutest girl in school begins dating the school geek, somethings afoot.
To find out what, read Two Parties, One Tux, etc. Throughout all of this, Louis, the comic relief in an already
comic book, has one liners galore, ranging from David and Mitchells sexual orientation, their intelligence and
manliness. However, it is from this unexpected source that relief comes at some tense times. How can a boy
who doesnt remember what class hes supposed to be in, come to the aid of some geeks? Every guy has been
through what Mitchell goes through except one instance at the prom which you need to read about and we can
relate to fantasizing about the cute girl or lack of experience or standing on the sidelines at parties. What
makes Two Parties, One Tux, etc. The situations, although a little farfetched, are comic, from the Claymation
project to Mitchells haircut at Cassie and M. The writing is good. The teachers are odd, as are most teachers,
right? Mitchells description of home-cooked dinners is priceless. Other than the fact Im writing this in
November, Id say that this is a great beach read. So, rather, get some popcorn and a can of coke, sprawl out on
the couch, prop up your head and feet and have a fun time. Was this review helpful to you?
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Chapter 2 : Books similar to Two Parties, One Tux, and a Very Short Film about The Grapes of Wrath
Steven Goldman lives in Boston, Massachusetts with his wife and two sons. Two Parties, One Tux, and a Very Short
Film about The Grapes of Wrath is his first young adult novel. He has never read The Grapes of Wrath.

To view it, click here. This lands him in a whole heap of trouble with the school administration, which
receives a complaint from some parents. Does Mitchell have an in? Feb 22, Aaron rated it really liked it
Mitchell Wells is sort of an everyman sort of character. He does well in his classes and enjoys hanging out
with is best friend David. At the same time, they fall somewhere in the middle to the social ladder at school so
while not being part of the "in crowd," they are also not picked on by most people. Mitchell is entering a
school year that is going to be filled with ups and downs. It all starts when his best friend David comes out to
him one day at lunch. He actually is not bothered by the fac Mitchell Wells is sort of an everyman sort of
character. He actually is not bothered by the fact, but he is also not sure if things are supposed to change in
their relationship Then, he and David get an opportunity in film class to make a really fun claymation video. It
works out so nicely, that Mitchell decides to turn it in as a substitute for the short paper he was supposed to
write on The Grapes of Wrath. The topic is actually the Biblical themes in the book. On the bright side, it
seems to be universally enjoyed, but trouble pops up when the parents of one student complain that the film is
offensive to their religion. The prom is also weighing down on Mitchell. His younger sister and her friends
have come up with an interesting plan to use David and Mitchell to take them to the prom so they can go. This
plan gets a little bit more challenging when David starts to date the popular girl that he had a crush on for
ages. The book is an hysterical read. Mostly this is due to Goldman doing a great job of capturing what it is
like to be an average teen boy. While the book does not focus on a single major issue that is faced by the
narrator, it does a great job of just allowing the characters to live through the troublesome times of junior year
in high school for boys. It is really captures the way so many average guys think.
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Two Parties, One Tux, and a Very Short Film about The Grapes of Wrath by Steven Goldman Mitchell Wells may not
survive eleventh grade. He really only has one friend, his best friend, David.

Hes a geek, as is his best friend David. Juniors, they eat lunch together every day with the lower grades
because they take an animation course during junior lunch period. Both good students, Mitchell decides that
he doesnt want to read The Grapes of Wrath and write a five page paper. Read Two Parties, One Tux, etc.
Meanwhile, junior prom is coming up. Cassie wants Mitchell to ask Amanda, who, she says, likes him. Hes
not too thrilled with Amanda, though. Cassie wants David to ask M. However, David has recently revealed to
Mitchell that he David is gay. David doesnt even want to go to the junior prom. Does he take M. Meanwhile,
again, Danielle, who Mitchell has fantasized about since forever, has broken up with her boyfriend, Ryan, and
has begun talking to Mitchell. After he drives Danielle and her drunk friend, Nicole, home from a party one
night David nursed a Coke and Mitchell nursed a can of beer all night , Danielle decides Mitchell is the one
for her. You and I both know when the cutest girl in school begins dating the school geek, somethings afoot.
To find out what, read Two Parties, One Tux, etc. Throughout all of this, Louis, the comic relief in an already
comic book, has one liners galore, ranging from David and Mitchells sexual orientation, their intelligence and
manliness. However, it is from this unexpected source that relief comes at some tense times. How can a boy
who doesnt remember what class hes supposed to be in, come to the aid of some geeks? Every guy has been
through what Mitchell goes through except one instance at the prom which you need to read about and we can
relate to fantasizing about the cute girl or lack of experience or standing on the sidelines at parties. What
makes Two Parties, One Tux, etc. The situations, although a little farfetched, are comic, from the Claymation
project to Mitchells haircut at Cassie and M. The writing is good. The teachers are odd, as are most teachers,
right? Mitchells description of home-cooked dinners is priceless. Other than the fact Im writing this in
November, Id say that this is a great beach read. So, rather, get some popcorn and a can of coke, sprawl out on
the couch, prop up your head and feet and have a fun time.
Chapter 4 : The Great Beauty () - IMDb
"Two Parties, One Tux" has what I've long wished for in Young Adult Lit--gay and straight characters interacting in the
same realm as friends, with understanding. Yes, there is the confusion inherent in adolescence, but absent is the
maudlin portrayal of coming out that so often weighs down this genre.

Chapter 5 : Zeroville () - News - IMDb
Two Parties, One Tux, and a Very Short Film about The Grapes of Wrath (review) Karen Coats Bulletin of the Center for
Children's Books, Volume 62, Number 3, November.

Chapter 6 : The Estella Collective: Two Parties, One Tux, and a Very Short Film About The Grapes of Wrat
Discover new books and write reviews on calendrierdelascience.com, the only social network devoted to young adult
and children's books. Check out our giveaways and exclusive cover reveals for the latest in YA releases.
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